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Today has been grey and wet,
my computer has been playing up
and I’ve had writer’s block. One of
these factors alone may have been
tolerable, but all three together has
been a trial! I was supposed to be
writing and completing an article 
for a nursing journal about malaria,
but the words refused to flow. In
such situations, its amazing how
much one can pace the house, make
endless cups of tea, try to resist the
urge to scour the fridge at intervals
far too frequent for sensible weight
control and even the housework
seems mildly inviting! 

Then I found the cure, I calmed
myself down by making a card! In

fact I got three Christmas cards
made which was not only very 
satisfying, but in urgent need to
send to friends who live abroad. It
never fails to surprise me just how
therapeutic I find making a card is
and I only wish I had more time to
do so. Last week was frantic but
very typical. For example, I spent 
the first day at a meeting in London,
then two days in Essex teaching and
then went to Cardiff to train for two
further days totalling about 700
miles driving. A necessary stop off at
home in the middle was convenient
for my teenage boys, as the kitchen
was in a desperate state of disarray,
so good old Mum came to the rescue
and cleared it up!

Visiting Cardiff was a treat, 
I love driving across the Severn
Bridge, the structure is so impres-
sive. On one of the days I had to 
present at a large conference and
wished I had been able to introduce
myself in Welsh. I went to school in
Swansea for four years and in the
first year of my high school the
Welsh language was compulsory.
Being the only English girl in the
class, I found great difficulty in
rolling my ‘R’s and getting the
sounds from the back of the throat.
The end of year exam revealed my
position as bottom of the class with 
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Jane Chiodini.

a mark of 78% and it was politely
suggested that I should give the 
subject up!! Even in those days I was
into craft work and the days spent 
in the junior school were some of the
happiest I can remember because 
my teacher was very keen on sewing
etc. Samples of some of those early
day creations are still in my loft! 

Well the outcome of my card
making earlier today was successful
as I managed to complete the article
and now I’m going to make one
more card for today to send to a
small boy who I sponsor with some
other friends. He lives in Africa
where malaria is a huge burden,
killing over one million people, the
majority of these being children
under the age of five, resulting in
one child dying every 30 seconds
from this awful disease. We send
him a regular parcel and letter and
he writes back. The pleasure he 
has in the small gift we send him 
is quite humbling. 

I hope you remain ‘flu free’ over
the coming few weeks and have a
lovely Christmas.

Best wishes from us all,



Project stitched on 27 count
cream Evenweave using 1 strand
throughout. This design fits an
AP07P card. Stitch Count: width
106 x depth 136.

Rainbow Stitching
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By Margaret McQuillan

 DMC                              ANCHOR  MADEIRA

     -  939      V. Dark Blue       150             1008
     -  3746    Mauve                  110             0804
     -  666      Red                         46             0209
     -  740      Orange                 316             0205
     -  307      Yellow                  290             0106
     -  701      Green                   227             1305
     -  824      Blue                      132             0912

The chart shows two shades for each colour, this 
is just to enable you to see the stitches more easily
where the same colours touch.



Things On Strings
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By Gay Wagstaff

Materials Required:
Thin Gold Cotton or Embroidery Thread.
6 Red Sequin Hearts.
Red Mirri Card.
Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.
Thin Card 7cm x 7cm (any colour).
Ruler and Propelling or Very Sharp Pencil.
Photomount.
Double Sided Tape.
Card Mount: SF03U-45, Hammer White.

To Make The Card:
Stick a piece of Mirri card onto the photo-

mount. Mark a 6cm square onto the back of 
the photomount and cut it out using a sharp 
craft knife and a cutting mat to protect your
work surface. 

Peel the backing from the photomount and
stick the square onto the front of the card mount.
Place it centrally from side to side and with the
top of the square 3cm down from the top edge of
the card.

The inner line of the frame is marked onto 
the front so extra care is needed, the easiest way
is to make yourself a template square from a
piece of spare card which can be re-used as often
as desired. Cut the spare card to exactly 4.6cm x
4.6cm, this will give you a 7mm wide frame all
round. 

Place the
square template
centrally onto the
red square and
mark all round 
it with a finely
sharpened pencil
taking particular
care at the corners.
Remove the tem-
plate and make
sure the card is
unfolded. Cut on

the marked
line using a
sharp knife
and ruler to
remove the
centre square
which can be
kept to use as 
a decorative
panel on
another design.

Cut three
short strips of double sided tape small enough 
to fit on the sequin hearts without showing
round the edge. Stick the strips onto three of 
the hearts and peel off the backing. 

Cut three 6cm lengths of gold thread and
place one end of each onto the sticky hearts.
Cover the sticky side of each sequin heart with
another placed exactly over it.
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Place the opened
out card face down
and lay the three
hearts in the aperture,
the two outer ones
should be lower
down and the middle
one higher with the
ends of the threads
going straight up. Cut
a 5cm strip of double
sided tape and place
it over the ends, leave
the backing in place. Cut the thread ends to just
above the top edge of the tape.

This makes a really nice Valentines card, I 
love making this type of card and the method is
good for many different occasions. Here are a
few more using a range of different materials.

Above: This one is very similar in style to the main
design using gold foil for the square. The little squares
each have one letter spelling out BABY.
Below: A fun ‘HI’ for a young person’s birthday. The
border is made from dots of brightly coloured glitter
glue and the wording is foam rubber.

Left: The tree is
hand cut from 
green holographic
card with Gold
Label sticker stars 
at the top and 
covering the mount.
You could use the
new patterned tree 
stickers (ZL488U-85)
for a similar effect.

Below Left: Foam
parcels with gold
strings drawn on
using 3D paint and
a happy birthday
sticker on the corner
of the mount.



Beautiful Butterfly
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By Irene Ace

Materials Required:
Tracing Paper 12cm x 18cm.
Mapping Pen and White and Black Ink.
Watercolour Paint: Dark Blue, Light Blue, Yellow,
Orange, Light Brown, White and Green.
Small Paintbrush.
Medium Embossing Tool and Embossing Pad.
Rainbow Mulberry Paper 12cm x 18cm.
Masking Tape.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive or Double Sided Tape.
Card Mount: AP02P-FB-30, White/Grey.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over the diagram

and tape in place so it does not move whilst
you trace. 

Using the mapping pen and white ink
trace over all the lines on the diagram on 
the left (shown in black for clarity). This is
the right side of the work.

Place the tracing face down on the em-
bossing mat and emboss the words, the 
outlines of all the flowers, leaves, stems and
the butterfly. Emboss the centres and petals
of the blue star flowers, the butterfly’s body
and the spots on the wings. Then emboss 
the centres of the marigolds.

Keeping the work face down place on 
a white surface so you can see the colours
clearly. Paint the marigold leaves and stems
and the small sets of leaves in green. Paint
the marigold petals in orange. Paint the tips
of the butterfly’s wings in dark blue and 
the main part of the wings in light blue.

Actual Size
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Turn the
work right side
up and colour
wash the small
flowers in blue
and the centres
in yellow, use
orange for the
marigold cen-
tres. Colour
the butterfly’s
wings in white
brushing up
from the body
and fading out
towards the
top so the blue shows through at the tips.
Colour the spots in yellow and highlight the
wings in yellow using fine strokes.

Using the mapping pen and black ink or 
a fine black ink pen, highlight the design as
shown by the black lines in the diagram on 
the right. Make small black dots over the
marigold centres as shown and add a few 
tiny dots over the yellow centres of the small
blue flowers (not shown). 

I used a piece of rainbow mulberry paper
cut from the blue/green end of the sheet to

use behind the design. The tracing paper takes the
edge off the bright colours giving a lovely subtle
background. Place the card mount face down and
glue the rainbow paper centrally onto the left 
hand flap so it will be behind the centre panel 
when folded.

You should be able to see through the tracing
paper well enough to centre the design (face down)
in the aperture, you can always use a lightbox to
make it easier. Glue or tape the design in place
along the edges.

Finish the
card in the usual
way using tape
or glue around
the edges only,
not behind the
work.
Left: This is the same design but with birthday wording
(use the diagram above) and a plain background. Try out
backgrounds behind the design before mounting as they 
do look quite different once they are behind tracing paper.

Actual Size

Actual Size



Basket Of Blooms
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By Enid Tomlinson
I like this design small but it is easy to scale

up simply by using a larger daisy punch and a
vase made from paper or thin card mounted on
sticky pads to leave room for the flower stems.

Materials Required:
Mint Green Mulberry Paper 10cm x 10cm.
Scraps of Paper: White, Lemon and 
Bright Yellow.
15mm Diameter Daisy Punch.
Quilling Paper 3mm: White, Deep Yellow and
Orange 2mm: Green.
Fine Tipped Felt Pens: Red and Black.
Miniature Basket 3.5cm x 5cm (including handle).
Small Sharp Scissors.
Needle and Fine Gold Thread.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and Sticky Fixers.
Card Mount: AP09U-56, Textura Ivory.

To Make The Card:
Place the open card face down and glue a

10cm square of mulberry paper centrally onto 
the left hand flap. Put small pieces of sticky fixer
around the back of the aperture and run a line 
of glue around the edge of the left hand flap. 
Peel off the backing pieces, fold the flap over the
aperture and press firmly all round. The sticky
fixers will hold the card away from the back-
ground just a little. 

Try to match the paper used for the daisies as
closely as possible to the quilling paper colours.
Using the daisy punch, cut 3 daisies in lemon, 4
in bright yellow and 3 in white. Snip off two
adjacent petals on each daisy as shown.

Make a small cut into the centre of each
flower starting from the next petal to the right 
of those already cut off (see above). Put a small
amount of P.V.A. glue onto the spot marked ‘x’,
pull the two petals either side of the gap towards
each other and press together to fix. This will
give you the right number of petals for a daffodil
and adds a lovely curve as well. 

The daffodil trumpets are made from 3cm
lengths of 3mm paper. Wind the paper with your
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fingers to make a little roll with an open middle
and glue the end. 

Use a red felt tipped pen to colour the top
edge of each of the white trumpets.

Use just the tips of small sharp scissors to
snip into the very top of each trumpet all round
then gently bend the snipped ends out a little. 

Glue a trumpet onto the centre of each petal
ring. The bright yellow daffodils have the same
coloured trumpets. The white have white with
red topped trumpets and the lemon daffodils
have orange trumpets.

Place a sticky fixer pad onto the mulberry
paper in the aperture where the basket will cover
it. Cut 3-4cm lengths of 2mm wide green for the
stems and stick the flower heads onto them. 

Stick the flowers onto the sticky pad so the
stems fit inside the basket, keep trying it out as
you work to ensure the positioning is right and
vary the heights of the flowers (save one flower
for the front of the mount). Cut 4-5cm lengths 
of green for the leaves cutting one end of each
to a long point to make the tips. Gently curve 
the leaves using your fingers and stick onto the
sticky pad between the flower stems.

Stick the half basket over the top using
a small piece of sticky fixer at the top of the 
handle and a larger piece over the pad holding
the stems. 

Cut a tag from white paper
and use black pen to write the
wording onto it. Pass a needle
threaded with fine gold thread
through the top of the tag, take the thread
around the handle of the basket and tie loosely. 

Stick the last daffodil onto the front of the
card adding a couple of leaves.
I have rubber stamped the
greeting onto the card and
embossed using gold powder. 

If you can’t find a small
basket in the shops, why not
try weaving one using 3mm
wide quilling paper strips
with a rolled paper edging
and handle as illustrated by
the Easter design above. 

Actual Size



History Of Quilling
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By Eileen Walters

History:
Quilling is also known as paper rolling, fili-

gree, mosaic and paper scrolling. 16th and 17th
century French and Italian nuns, ladies in the
Stuart, Georgian and Regency periods and North
American settlers all practised the art of quilling
and some sources say it was even practised in
Ancient Egypt. Nuns on the continent decorated
reliquaries and pictures with quilled shapes
adding gilding and other ornamentation. The
ecclesiastical connection was maintained when
the art spread to England with the development
of paper, though vellum and parchment were
also used. Poorer churches gilded or silvered
paper and it was difficult to distinguish it from
real gold or silver filigree work. 

This craft was always practised by ‘ladies of
leisure’ – never by the ‘working class’. Work
panels, coats of arms and later tea caddies, work
boxes, screens, cabinets and frames were all
decorated with quilling. After falling out of
fashion for a while an attempt to re-introduce 
the craft was made by Wm. Bemrose and in 1875,
a kit called ‘Mosaicon’ was produced together
with a handbook and later a reference in an
Edwardian book of household management 
entitled ‘Floral Mosaicon’ was also found. 

Many museums around the country and
abroad have examples of antique work either on
display or stored behind the scenes. With the
introduction of modern papers and techniques,
quilling is currently enjoying a well deserved
revival. Most of the basic shapes used in the 
art of quilling are made from either tight or
closed loose coils. Below is an introduction for
beginners to the techniques of the basic shapes.

Techniques:
Tight Coils:
Peg: Roll a strip of paper on the
quilling tool and glue the end
before taking it off.
Bell or Cup: Roll a strip of
paper onto the quilling tool and
glue the end before taking it off.

Then push up into a bell shape and glue the
inside to help it keep it’s shape.

Closed Loose Coils
Closed Loose Coil: Roll the paper on the quilling
tool then drop it onto the work board and allow
it to uncurl for a while. Put a
small amount of glue onto the
end and hold gently for a few
seconds until dry. It’s a good
idea to make several like this
before glueing.

Teardrop: Start with a closed
coil as above. After glueing,
pinch one end to form a point
and make the teardrop shape.
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Eye: Start with a closed coil.
After glueing hold between
finger and thumb of each hand
and pinch gently to form the
eye shape.

Diamond: Start with a closed
coil and pinch to form an eye
shape (as above) but when
pinching the ends, push the
shape together so as to form 
a diamond.
Square: Start with a closed 
coil. Lightly pinch just the 
outer ring or two of the coil
at opposite ends, then lightly
pinch the other two sides to
form a square. 
Triangle: Start with a closed
coil. Then make in the same
way as the square (above) but
pinch only three sides each a
third of the way round the coil. 

Leaf: Start with a closed coil,
pinch the ends to make an
eye shape and when holding
between finger and thumb
gently twist to form an ‘S’
shape or leaf.
Petal: Start with a closed coil.
Pinch the top to form a teardrop
and as you pinch, twist slightly
to make a curved petal.

Oval: Start with a closed coil
and squeeze the sides gently
without pinching to flatten
slightly into an oval. 

Half Moon: Start with a closed
coil and push one side in
around a pencil or quilling 
tool handle. Lightly pinch each
end of the resulting curve.

Heart: Start with a closed coil.
Pinch at one end to form a
point. Push the opposite end
around a pencil to make the 
top of the heart.

Holly: Start with a closed coil.
Pinch the coil around the 
centre with a pair of tweezers,
then pinch and push each end
towards the tweezers to make
the six points.
Eccentric Coil: Start with a
closed coil, pull the centre to
one side and glue in place. This
can be done using tweezers or
placed on a board and held 
with pins.

The two cards shown in this article are made
from just two or three of these basic, simple
shapes with double strips of paper for the stems.

Tight coils are perfect for all sorts of flower
centres while the eye shapes and teardrops (used
in these designs) are as good for many types of
petal as the more curved ‘petal’ shape is.

Much of the information in this article is taken from
the Quilling Guild Members handbook.



Amabel Crees
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Designer Profile
Growing up on

a farm in the lovely
Cornish countryside, 
I developed a love for
flowers early in life,
and at the age of 10
won first prize for a
collection of pressed
named wild flowers at the Royal Cornish Show. 

My first craft as an adult was making cards
and pictures with pressed flowers grown for the

purpose.
In Plymouth I joined

three Flower Clubs 
winning many trophies
at shows, and was
delighted to be invited 
to submit miniature
pressed flower pictures
for the Chelsea Flower
Show, which I did for
several years.

Next I became a
member of the West
Country Embroiderers

and learned many different
skills in embroidery, some 
of which have been in 
exhibitions.
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and driving my car leaves me very little spare
time, but what time I have is used enjoyably at
my various crafts.

In 1993 
a very dear
friend, sadly
no longer with
us, introduced
me to parch-
ment craft, a
craft I love and
do at every
opportunity.

She also
took me to a
quilling group
at the home of
our very clever
and enthusias-
tic rep of the
Quillers guild.
Again I
became
‘hooked’ and thoroughly enjoyed designing
quilled cards – if only the days were longer – I
also do stamping and sandy art.

Looking after a 92 year old husband who is
blind, running the home, doing the gardening

It’s my philosophy to keep young in mind
and spirit by learning new skills and all my 
crafts are transferable skills. 

My motto is ‘use it or lose it’.



Glass Teddies
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By Linda Cash 
This cute bear can be used for just about any

occasion, Congratulations, Birthdays, Get Well
Wishes, Thinking of You etc., simply adjust the
colours and card to suit your mood.

Materials Required For All: 
Marabu GlasArt Glass Paints: Lemon (421),
White (470), Reseda (461), Violet (450), Carmine
(432), Emerald (496), Dark Ultramarine (455),
Yellow-Orange (422), Vermillion (436) and 
Clear (400).
Black and Gold Relief Outliner.
Clear Acetate 12cm x 12cm Pieces.
Mulberry Paper: White, Pale Yellow and Lilac.
Small Off-cuts of White and Pale Cream Card.
Peel Off Greetings.
Wavy Ribbler (optional).
Small Paintbrush and Pot of Water.
Paper Kitchen Roll.
Deckle Edge Scissors.
Double Sided Tape and Masking Tape.
Fast Fixers and Silicone Glue.
Card Mounts: SF01U-45, AP04U-45 Both
Hammer White and/or SF08U-12, Pale Cream.

General Instructions For Outlining:
1. Place the acetate over the design on the fol-
lowing page (diagram 1) and hold in place with
some masking tape.
2. To use the relief outliner, place the nozzle 
onto the acetate and gently squeeze the tube as
you trace the outline. Wipe any blobs of outliner
from the end of the nozzle with kitchen roll, this
will help to give a smoother outline. Remove the
masking tape from the acetate and leave to dry
for an hour.

General Instructions For Painting:
1. To give the bear a soft look, add a little white
paint to the lemon (framed bears) or to the 
yellow-orange (tall card). 

2. In general where colours are lightened do this
by mixing with clear paint until you get the
required shade.
3. When mixing colours, use a palette or dish 
and do not stir too vigorously as it may cause
bubbles. If this happens when painting, disperse
bubbles by popping with a pin. 
4. Drop paint onto the acetate in the area you
wish to colour and gently push up to the edge
of the outline. Do not paint adjacent colours until
each section has dried, otherwise colours may
run into each other. 

Finishing Tips:
1. To give mulberry paper that soft-feathered
edge, take a paintbrush dipped in water and
paint a line on the paper. Gently pull the paper
apart either side of the dampened line.
2. Leave the completed design to dry for 24
hours before mounting.
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Best Wishes Bear:
1. Outline the bear and leaves, add the
face, ear and paw details and the veins in
the leaves with the black outliner. Outline
his tummy, the flower, butterfly and the
borders with gold outliner. Leave to dry.
2. Paint the bear’s fur with a mixture of
lemon and white as described in the gen-
eral instructions. Leave to dry. Make a
lighter shade still by mixing a little lemon
with some white and paint the muzzle,
inner ears and paws. Leave to dry. Leave
his tummy unpainted.
3. Add some clear paint to the violet and
paint the four borders leaving the corners
clear in the first instance. Paint the leaves
in reseda green. Leave to dry. Mix up a
darker violet than previously (by adding
less clear paint) and paint the four corners
and the body of the butterfly.
4. Paint the flower and upper wings of 
the butterfly in vermillion and the lower
wings in lightened vermillion. Leave to
dry for 24 hours.
5. With the gold relief, add the detail on
the corners, petals, dots on the butterfly
and the centre of the flower (diagram 2).
6. Cut around the design leaving a border
of approximately 1cm all round. Stick

double sided tape onto the back of the
1cm border and stick the design onto a
square of white mulberry paper. Mount
into the AP04U aperture card. 
7. Put a Best Wishes sticker onto a scrap
of white card and cut with deckle edge
scissors to make a panel. Dampen and
tear (see finishing tips) a piece of lilac
mulberry paper to approximately 5cm x
8cm and stick onto the card using dou-
ble sided tape but leaving the edges free,
use sticky fixers to attach the panel.

Congratulations Bear:
1. Outline the design and paint the
teddy as for the best wishes bear and
using diagram 1. Use lightened emerald
for the borders and for the butterfly’s
body. Leave the corners unpainted for
this design. The flower is lightened
carmine and the butterfly wings are 
dark ultramarine. Leave to dry.

Diagram 1
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2. With the gold relief make the patterns in the corners,
and add the markings onto the butterfly wings, petals
and flower centre using diagram 2. Leave to dry.
3. Cut around the outer edge of the design close to the
gold outliner. Cut a square of white card to the same size.
On the reverse of the design, put a blob of silicone glue
onto each of the four corners, add a blob underneath the
butterfly and the flower then stick the design onto the
square of white card. Stick this onto a larger torn square
of lemon mulberry paper using double sided tape. Mount
the completed design onto the front of an SF01U card. 
4. Make a panel from a scrap of white card cutting round
with deckle edge scissors as before, add the Congratula-
tions greeting and stick straight onto the card using 
silicone glue or sticky fixers.

Happy Birthday Bear:
1. Outline the bear and the leaves only using the black
relief as before (diagram 1) and add the veins of the
leaves and details of the bear. Use gold relief to outline
the tummy. Move the acetate (or use another piece) and
continuing in gold, separately outline the butterfly and
the flowerhead. Move the acetate again and outline
another butterfly. The position of the butterflies and 
flowers is not important as they will be cut out.
2. Use yellow-orange and white for the body of this bear,
with a lighter shade for the muzzle, paws and inner ears.
Paint the flower in vermillion and the butterflies’ bodies
in violet. Use a mixture of dark ultramarine and lightened
dark ultramarine for the butterflies’ bodies. When the
paint is dry make the gold markings on the butterflies’
wings, petals and flower centre.

Diagram 2

3. Cut out the bear with leaves, two 
butterflies and flower keeping close to
the edge of the outliner in each case. 
4. Run a 7cm x 10cm piece of cream
card through a wavy ribbler or use 
corrugated paper instead. It’s best if 
the cream tones with the mount rather
than being exactly the same colour.
Attach fast fixers behind the ears, muz-
zle, paws, feet and leaves and press 
onto the corrugated paper. Mount the
work onto an SF08U card using pieces 
of sticky fixer around the edge of the
panel. Place fast fixers behind the flower
and butterflies. Place the flower onto 
the leaves overlapping slightly and 
add the butterflies placing as desired. 
Add the sticker at an angle as shown 
in the picture.



Paper Patchwork
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By Pam Goodwin
This project is fun, costs practically nothing

and has endless possibilities.

Materials Required:
Papers or Thin Card, Mixed Colours and Types.
P.V.A. Glue or Double Sided Tape.
Cutting Equipment.
Sheets of Photomount.
Gold Label Stickers, Wire Shapes, Paper Flowers,
Small Beads etc.
Card Mounts of Your Choice.

To Make The Cards:
The best way to start is to make up lots of

patchwork paper without having a particular
design in mind. 

Cut lots of strips of paper, these need to be
straight and parallel but the widths can, and
should, vary by up to 6mm. The ideal way to do
this is using a paper trimmer which will hold the
sheet square as you move it along judging the
widths by eye. If not, use a knife and ruler on a
cutting mat and use the grid of the mat to help
keep the cuts parallel.

For plain paper strips in a variety of colours,
quilling paper is ideal and also comes in a good
range of widths.

The easiest way to get started is to build your
design up onto a piece of plain paper in the size
required for the finished panel. My samples fit an
SF01U card (Paper size 9cm x 22cm) or an SF03U
card (paper size 6cm x 16cm). Cover the paper
with photomount and peel off the backing. Place
it on the table sticky side up and ready to use.

Sample A:
Choose some

strips which go
together nicely.
Start in the
middle placing
the first strip of any colour onto the paper at a
45o angle. Work either up or down from the first
strip placing the next colour at the same angle

and butting up to the first strip so you don’t
leave any gaps but without overlapping the
strips either. 

In my sample ‘A’ I have used four colours,
they can follow each other in exact order but I
prefer the less formal look created by leaving out 
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one or other of the colours as you work along
and changing the order around. The only
thing not to do is to put two strips of the 
same colour next to each other.

Sample B:
Starts off similar to sample ‘A’ but just

work three or four strips above the centre one,
then three or four below. Continue by placing
the strips in the opposite direction with the
flat ends against the middle band of strips.

This method can also be very effective
using a striped paper cut into strips and used
different ways round or cut off at different
points so the pattern looks quite random.
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Sample C:
I call this one ‘log

cabin’. Start in the middle
with a small square of
paper, exact size not
important. Start adding
strips round the square
always overlapping the
end of the previous strip
with the start of the next
one. At the end of the first square, overlap the
start of the first strip with the end of the last. 

Start on the next round working in the same
way and continuing until the panel is the size
you want then trim off
the long ends.

Papers:
Although you can

use any paper, why not
make your own multi-
colour paper, it looks
lovely with matching
plain papers.
1. Mono printed paper
(see issue 24 Winter
2001/2002).
2. As above but sprayed
to give a textured 
surface.
3 & 4. Using a sponge
brush and diluted 
drawing inks paint on
wide bands of colour, 
the paper you use will
affect the results.
5. Use the above tech-
nique and print with 
rubber stamps – you 
can emboss these as well.

Textured papers work well, Craft Creations
pearlised paper is brilliant. Photocopy paper is
ideal, comes in quite a nice range of colours and
is cheap too.

Trim to fit the card and mount the finished
panels onto coloured paper to make a border
around them before use. 

1 2 3 4 5

When you have made your patchwork paper
the fun begins. You can see from my selection of
cards what an endless variety of designs you can
produce, sophisticated, stylish, colourful, subtle,
seasonal & lots more. Have Fun!
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By Lizzie Coope

Materials Required:
Shiny Gold Corrugated Paper.
Brown Corrugated Paper.
Coloured Paper: Deep Pink, Dark Pink, Deep
Yellow, Fawn, Pale Brown and Cream.
130mm Square of Pearlescent Cream Paper.
Paper Punches: Daisy 25mm Diameter, 
Small Maple Leaf and Star.
Small Hole Punch.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive
Card Mount: SF06U-46, Hammer Cream.

To Make The Card:
Glue the square of pearlescent cream

paper centrally onto the front of the card
mount.

Cut five 36mm squares from the shiny gold
corrugated paper and four squares from the plain
brown. Try and cut the squares as accurately as
possible as there is not much space around them.

Place the squares onto the card, each square
should be 5mm in from the edge of the cream
paper (except the centre square). Begin with the
gold squares in the four corners making sure 
all the corrugated lines go vertically then add 
the four brown squares centrally between them
with the stripes going horizontal. Place the last
gold square in the centre with the stripes going
vertically. Pick up, glue and replace each of the
corner squares one at a time, then move on to the
brown squares and finally glue the centre square.

The flowers are made from paper punched
daisies with dots for the centres, two of them also
have stars just underneath the central dots.

To make the lovely patterns within the flow-
ers I have re-punched the petals on some of the
daisies using the edge of a maple leaf punch as
shown above. 

It takes a bit of practice to get it lined up and
remember exactly how far in to push the petal to
get the same punchout size all the way round,
however a small variation will not matter. The
best way is simply to punch a few extra flowers
and practice on those first.

The daisy diagrams on the following page
show which punched pieces are used for each
flower and their position on the finished card.
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Assemble the
daisies in the order
shown on the dia-
grams. Begin by
glueing the first
daisy centrally
onto the appropri-
ate square, the
position on the
card is given on
each picture. Glue
the next daisy on
keeping the petals
in line with the one beneath, unless
it has an arrow to show you should
twist it. 

On twisted layers, turn the flower
by a few degrees so that the petals
beneath show evenly through the
gaps. After twisting a layer align all
the following layers with that one.

Above: The card is cut along the
front to allow a punched daisy
border to show. Some of the
daisies are mounted on layers of
corrugated and shimmer paper,
the others are mounted onto the
background panel which has 
also been punched.

Below: I use a leather punch to
make small dots, the daisy petals
have also been punched with 
the small dot punch. I have slit
the petals of the small daisies 
in the corner to add detail.

Above: Paper napkin design
stuck onto the panel using Mod
Podge to make a background 
for the flowers. I have slit the
flower petals with a craft knife.

Left: Small flowers mounted onto
hand made paper and corrugated
squares with open daisies around
the aperture.
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By Jean Smith

DMC                                          MADEIRA
A         762      Pearl Grey                   1805
B          3326    Light Rose                   0607
C         211       Lilac                             0801
D         632      Brown                          2311
E          368      Light Green                 1308
F          828      Pale Blue                     1101
G         818      Baby Pink                    0501
H         3773    Pale Brown                 2312
I           3078    Pale Yellow                  0111
J           369      V. Light Green            1309
K         208      Violet                           0803
L          444      Bright Yellow              0104
            827      Mid Blue                     0909
            797      Dark Blue                    0913
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You will also need a 50cm length of 10mm
wide lace, some 2oz wadding and stickers. 

Stitched on 14 count White Aida using 2
strands for the cross-stitch and 1 strand for the
back-stitch and long-stitch. The lines shown are
all back-stitch except the details inside the bows
which are long-stitch. This design fits an AP52U
card. Stitch Count: width 63 x depth 61.

The letters on the chart show which thread to
use for the cross-stitch, the coloured lines next 
to the letter are for back-stitch or long stitch in
the same colour. Where there is no letter, the
thread is only used for back-stitch. Where there 
is a letter but no coloured line, the thread is only
used for cross-stitch.

Place the open card over the work making
sure it is central in the aperture. Lightly draw a
pencil line round the inside of the aperture onto
the work. Thread the needle with all six strands
of 3326 (light rose) and work a line of running
stitches close to the bottom edge of the lace. If the
lace has a fairly open pattern, you should be able
to go over and under the
strands as shown, if not,
just stitch through evenly.
Don’t fasten off yet. 

Pull both ends of
thread to gather the lace
until it fits flat on the card around the aperture.
Lay the lace round the work on the marked line
with the open ends at the bottom. Stitch the lace
onto the design just covering the marked line
using white cotton and small even stitches. 

Padding the design with wadding gives it a
little extra depth which I like. Place a 12cm x
12cm piece of wadding behind the aperture and
draw round the inside of the aperture onto it.
Cut the wadding along the marked line to ensure
a good fit. Fold the card and draw round the
inside of the aperture onto the back flap as well.

Stick pieces of double sided tape in all the
places shown above. Peel off the backing from
within the marked circle only and stick the
wadding into place.

Turn the card
face up and place
over the work. Tease
the lace through 
and bring the long
threads to the front.
Adjust the work
until it is central 
and upright. 

Carefully turn
the card over so it is
face down. Tape one
edge of the work to
the card using sticky
tape which you have
stuck onto your hand and peeled off again a 
couple of times so it is less sticky. This will keep
the work in place while you lift the opposite
edge (not too far or the lace will pull through)
and peel the backing from the tape round the
aperture. Press the work onto the tape then work
round the other three sides, removing the sticky
tape as you go.

Peel the backing from around the left hand
flap, fold the card closed and press firmly all
over. Separate the two thread ends into their six
strands, tie into a neat bow and trim the ends. 

Place a stork sticker onto the lower right 
hand corner of the card and the wording onto 
the upper left of the card, curving it to fit with
the curve of the aperture. 
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By Rebecca Yue
Papercutting has a long history in China.

The original papercuts were predominantly one
coloured adopting a silhouette effect. 

The design which I am going to show you is 
a multicolour one. Once you get used to the
papercutting technique, there will be no end
to where your creative mind can lead you.

Materials Required:
Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.
Sharp Scissors.
Tracing Paper and a Pencil
Carbon Paper.
Paper: Black 12cm x 12cm, White 7cm x 10cm
and Olive Green 8cm x 10cm.
Orange Colouring Pencil or Felt Tipped Pen.
Card Mount: AP04G-SI-30, White/Silver.

To Make The Card:
Glue the square of black paper behind the

aperture. With the card face down, run a line of

glue around the edge of the 
left hand flap and fold it closed
behind the centre flap. 

Trace over the design from
the diagram on the left.

Place the carbon paper over
the white paper with the tracing
paper on top and retrace over
the ducks and fishes to transfer
the lines. Move the carbon and
tracing onto the green paper
and retrace over the grasses and
ripples.

Cut out the fish and around
the outer edges of the grasses
and ducks using sharp scissors.
There are many small areas
within the grasses and ducks
which need cutting out, use a
sharp craft knife for these areas.
Work on a cutting mat or a wad Actual Size
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of at least ten pages of an old magazine or 
telephone directory, this will not only give you 
a clean cut but will protect your work surface 
as well.

Colour the fishes in orange pencil or felt tip.
Colour the beaks in orange using diagram 3
(right) for guidance.

1. Arrange the pieces onto the black square in 
the aperture, for the moment have the fishes 
and the small right hand ripples as a bottom
layer, then the ducks and then the large grass
and ripples piece on top, this piece will fit snugly
into the aperture at the sides, leave a gap of
approximately 5mm from the bottom. 

2. When you are happy with the positioning,
gently slip the small ripple piece out from under

the wing and apply glue to the back with a 
cocktail stick. Replace the piece onto the card
slipping the inner edge back under the wing.
Pick up and glue the two fish replacing them
under the green piece, move it temporarily out 
of the way if necessary. 

3. Pick up the large green piece and glue the
backs of the tall grasses where they overlap 
the swan (don’t glue anywhere else) and re-
place the piece back onto the card. Press the
glued area until stuck.

4. Lift the green piece with the ducks off the card
again. Gently bend the right hand side of the
green piece so it slips behind the breast and beak
of the lower duck. Glue the back of both pieces
and stick them into place on the background. 

1

2

3

4
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By Maureen Furniss

Materials Required:
Quilling Paper 2mm: Dusky Pink, Deep Pink,
Lemon and Green. 10mm: Pale Pink.
Quilling Tool.
Baby Pink Pearl Paper 6cm x 9cm and 
a Scrap of Textured Silver Card.
Knife, Ruler and Cutting Mat.
15cm Length of 3mm Wide Pink Ribbon.
15cm Length of 1cm Wide Sparkly Ribbon.
20cm Length of 1cm Wide Sparkly Ribbon.
Thin Card 13mm x 16cm (any colour).
Gold Label Sticker: XL465U-02, 
Happy Mother’s Day.
Sticky Tape and a Sticky Fixer Pad.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DF03U-43, Linen White.

To Make The Card:
Place the open card face down on the cutting

mat and on the centre panel mark out an oblong
in the size and position shown below. Mark out
the straight lines on the left at 1cm apart. 

Using a knife and ruler cut out the marked
oblong and cut along the marked lines to make
slits down the side of the panel.

I have used a piece of 3mm pink ribbon next
to the 10mm wide ribbon to match with the pink
in the design. To thread the ribbons through the
slits in the card you need to have a strip of card
to use as a ‘feeder’. Place one end of the ribbon
onto the thin strip of card as shown and tape 
into place making sure you cover the end of the
ribbon completely. Cut the other end of the strip
roughly to a point as shown.
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With the card face up feed the ribbon through
from the back, pull carefully through making
sure the tape does not catch on the edges of 
the slits.

Cut away the excess ribbon from the back and
tape the ends to the back of the card. Fold the
card and lightly draw the shape of the aperture
onto the flap behind. Unfold the card and stick
the pink background paper over the marked
oblong using P.V.A. adhesive. Run a line of glue
around the edge of the flap and re-fold it press-
ing firmly until stuck.

Tie a bow from the 20cm length of ribbon and
stick it onto the bottom of the ribbon strip using
P.V.A. glue or a little double sided tape.

Dusky Pink Flower:
Make 5 teardrops using 1⁄4

lengths of dusky pink. Make a
tight coil from a 1⁄6 length of
lemon. Place and glue the petals
around the coil.

Deep Pink Flower:
Make 5 loose closed coils

from 1⁄3 lengths of deep pink. 
Put a little glue on the back 
of each coil and using a pin
pull the centre to one side, hold
until the glue has dried. Make 
a tight coil from a 1⁄3 length of
lemon. Place and glue the petals
around the coil.

Pale Pink Flower:
Cut a 1⁄2 length of 10mm 

pale pink and snip all along
one edge as shown. The snips
should be approx. 2 mm apart
and through approximately
8mm of the width of the strip. 

Glue a 1⁄6 length of
lemon onto the pale
pink fringe as shown.
Wind the lemon paper
onto the tool, followed
by the pink and glue
the end before remov-
ing from the tool.
Gently fold the petals
out to form the fringe flower. Glue the flowers
onto the background in the positions shown.

Make 3 scrolls from
green paper as shown
and glue them in place
cutting and adding
short lengths of green
paper between
them for the
stems.

Draw a vase
shape on the silver
card or trace the
vase from the dia-
gram on the right
and transfer it to
the silver card. 

Cut out the
vase and stick into
place using part of
a sticky fixer. 

Peel and stick
the Mother’s Day
greeting onto the
card to finish.

Above: A vase of ready made paper flowers or bead and
wire flowers make interesting alternatives to the quilled
flowers, the shape of the vases can be changed to suit.
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By Jenny Kearley
I have always liked to use silver stickers on

silver card as I enjoy the delicate effect of this
combination. When I added white/silver glitter
card I thought it was the perfect final touch and
it works just as nicely with pastel/silver colour
schemes too.

Materials Required: 
White/Silver Glitter Card 16cm x 22cm.
Gold Label Stickers: XL170U-02 Corners and 
XL115U-02 Doves and Hearts.
Tracing Paper 4cm x 6cm.
Embossing Tool and Mat.
Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.
Double Sided Tape.
Sticky Fixer and P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF03M-40, Linen Silver.

To Make The Card:
Place one of the large heart stickers onto the

card positioning the flower centre approximately
in the centre of the front panel of the card.

While the sticker is still on it’s backing sheet
use a sharp craft knife to cut two of the doves
away from the smaller heart. Place the doves on
the card in the positions shown above twisting
them round as necessary. Add the two rings with
hearts just below the doves as shown.

Place the card face up and open on the cutting
mat. It is important that the straight cuts at the

top and bottom are vertical or the whole card
will look off balance. Measure in from the open
edge of the front panel to the dip in the top of 
the large heart. Measure in the same distance
at the top of the card and make a mark. Using a
ruler cut from the top of the card down to the 
dip in the heart.

Cutting as close 
as possible to the
stickers so no card
is visible round the
edge, cut around the
right hand side of the
heart. Continue cut-
ting round the dove’s
wings and tail, up 
the body then round
the outer edge of the
lower dove. Follow on 
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round the larger ring from the point where the
dove touches and on round the smaller ring to
the point where the rings meet at the bottom.

Measure the distance from the fold at this
point. Measure and mark the same distance
along the bottom edge of the card and use a 
ruler to ensure a straight cut once again.

I trimmed the silver glitter card insert after
sticking it in place to ensure it fitted well along
the open edges of the card mount.

Run a line of double sided tape along the
inside of the front panel close to the fold. Score
and fold the glitter card in half and aligning the
lower edge with the bottom of the card stick it
into place.

Place the open card mount face up on the 
cutting mat. Place the ruler along the top edge of
the card aligning it carefully and cut away the
excess insert. Fold the card and place face down
on the mat. Cut away the edge of the insert in 
the same way as for the top making sure you cut
through both layers.

While the sticker
is still on it’s backing
sheet, cut the large
heart away from 
the two doves and
flower wherever it
touches. Trim away
the little block of 
tail from under the
flower petal where
shown. 

Peel and stick the
doves and flower
onto the tracing paper pressing firmly into 
place. Turn this face down onto the embossing

mat and emboss all the
spaces, avoid going
over the lines of the
sticker. Trim around 
the sticker carefully so
no paper is left around
the edge.

Cut the sticky fixer
into small pieces plac-
ing a piece on the back
of the flower centre,
dove’s body and the
widest part of each
wing. Position the 
sticker directly over the

previous sticker on the card and press into place.
Use a little dab of glue on each wing tip to stick
them to the card.

Use two little scrolls from the XL170 sheet
back to back to make the heart in the lower right
corner of the card. Use the decorative corners
from the sheet for the other three corners on the
card. Add hearts from the original sheet onto 
the silver part of the card using the photo for
guidance.

The pink design above uses the last large
heart with doves from the sticker sheet, so there
are none left to make a parchment layer for this
card. I used the waste backing pieces from the
flower to ‘fill in’ the flower petals by picking
them up with the point of a craft knife and
replacing them back in the petals on the card.

The blue Valentine design on the left is made
using the same basic method with heart stickers
from XL140, doves from XL475 (with the backing
pieces kept in) and roses from XL088.
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By Catherine 
Collet-Matringe

Materials Required:
Tracing Paper 14cm x 14cm.
Blue or Black Carbon Paper.
Black/White Silhouette Paper 
16cm x 16cm: SCH01.
Green Paper 3cm x 4cm.
Sharp Pencil or Ball Point Pen.
Masking Tape.
Cocktail Stick.
Small Sharp Scissors.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF06U-03, 
Bright Yellow.

To Make The Card:
The usual method for copying the

design from the diagram involves 

tracing twice, with the following method you only need 
to trace once. 

Place the silhouette paper (white side up) with a piece
of carbon paper on top of it inside the magazine under-
neath the page containing the diagram. In a good light 
you can easily see the diagram through the page to ensure
the paper is exactly behind it, but cutting the paper a little
larger than needed makes it even easier. Tape the paper in
place with a little masking tape on the corners so it does
not move while you work and place the magazine on a
hard flat surface. 

Place the tracing paper over the diagram and tape the
corners to hold it still. Trace over the black lines using a
sharp pencil or ball point pen. The silhouette paper under
the page will be marked at the same time and the tracing
can be discarded or used to retrace another design in the
usual way if desired.

Remove the silhouette paper from the magazine and
using small sharp scissors (use the points of the scissors
to ‘push in’ to a piece of the background to get a starting
point), cut round the plants, flowers and leaves first then
carefully round the inner circle line. Lastly, cut around the 
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outer circle line to remove the excess paper from
around the design, this needs extra care as the
black ring is quite thin.

With a complex design like this, glue it in sev-
eral stages to avoid getting glue all over the mount
as you try to align it. Using a cocktail stick, apply 
a little P.V.A. glue to the base of the plant where
the leaves join and place the design centrally onto
the card. Lift little sections of the design, apply
glue to the back and lay them back into place.

Place a small piece of green paper under the
page underneath the grasshopper diagram (with 
a small simple shape you should be able to trace
without taping it), place a scrap of tracing paper
over the diagram to protect the magazine and 
trace over the shape. Cut out the grasshopper
and glue into place on the right hand leaf.

It’s easy to pick out little areas of the design 
to make smaller pictures although you may need
to ‘amend’ the design slightly as you work. Here I
have taken out the lower flower and a little bit of
stem which was attaching it to the main stem and
added a yellow centre to the flower. 

Actual Size

Actual Size
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By Barbara Stackhouse
Three of my designs shown here use the

same basic method, just vary the items used to
make them fit different occasions. The others 
also use wound thread but in a criss-crossing 
pattern which breaks up the background and
creates a very nice effect.

Materials Required:
Gold Thread.
Gold Card.
Hammer Cream Card 40mm x 152mm 
(or a spare SF03U mount).
White Paper.
Gold Sequin Hearts.
Large Heart Paper Punch.

Straight and Wave Edge Scissors.
Sticky Fixer.
UHU All Purpose Adhesive (black top).
Double Sided Tape and Clear Sticky Tape.
Card Mount: SF03U-46, Hammer Cream.

To Make The Card:
Cut a piece of cream card to 40 x 152mm and

gold card to 15 x 152mm making sure they are
exactly the same length as the card mount. Cut
one long edge of the gold card using the wave
scissors and put it aside until later. 

Unwind a little gold thread and fasten the end
to the strip of cream card about one third of the
way across the width using a small piece of tape.
Wind the thread 3 times round the length of 
the strip approx 4mm apart. As you wind keep 
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the thread on the
front vertical bring-
ing it across slight-
ly diagonally on
the back. Then
fasten the end on
the back with a lit-
tle more tape. 

Run a line of
double sided tape
along the two long
edges on the back
of the cream strip.
Peel the backing
along the right
hand edge and
stick the cream
over the gold strip (cut earlier), overlapping
about half of it so the shaped edge shows nicely. 

Run a line of double sided tape along the back
of the gold strip, peel both remaining backing
pieces and stick the panel onto the card aligning
it carefully with the fold at the left hand side and
at the top and bottom. 

Punch three hearts from gold card and stick
them on using a small piece of sticky fixer for
each. Stick the sequin hearts on using UHU glue.
Cut a 4.5mm x 6.5cm panel from gold card and
stick it onto the front of the card using the photo
as a guide for positioning. 

I made my text using the method given in the
Craft Creations magazine issue 24 (Background
Bonus) using a dot matrix printer and rubber

stamping embossing powder. The paper is then
cut with Wave scissors to fit neatly onto the gold
oblong panel. If you don’t have a dot matrix

printer you can use rubber stamps
or stickers to make your message.

The two other cards with tall
thin panels are made in the same
way. I used pretty baby sequins
instead of hearts for the baby
congrats card. The birthday card
uses star sequins with red paper
roses on a gold mesh panel. 

Another nice way to use
metallic thread is to wind it 
randomly around a card panel
covering it with a web of thread,
only wind a few times round or 
it will begin to look cluttered 
and messy. 

Mount this panel onto a
slightly larger gold or red panel
and use sequins, paper shapes or
stickers to complete the cards.
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Quick Cards
By Elaine Gord

These cute designs are made very simply from pre-cut
felt shapes. I have added little details to each design to
enhance the cards using bows, sticky dots, gel pens etc. 

Joggle eyes are the
perfect partner for
these felt shapes. The
waves are strips cut
from coloured wavy
corrugated paper. Use
P.V.A. craft adhesive
to stick the shapes on.

Simple, bright designs, great
for making with small children.

Add mouths with gel pens.
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  Letters
Here is another selection of your lovely letters

and pictures of your work. Please continue to send
in all your comments on any craft related subject
and of course on the magazine as we always enjoy
reading them. Please try to include a sample or
photo so they can be included in the magazine.

Sidmouth, Devon, EX10

Dear Craft Creations,

I thought you might like to see the card my grandson aged 9 has just
sent me. We have three grandchildren David 9, Emily 8 and Naomi 5.

When they visit us I try to interest them in
some of my hobbies, for example: beadweaving,
cross stitch, knitting, quilling etc. and they have
made some remarkable cards. I thought the
enclosed card exceptional as David made it at
home without help.

Winn Harris-Green.

Hull, East Yorkshire, HU6

Dear Craft Creations,

There was an article in a long ago issue of the maga-
zine (No. 18) showing how to use tatted
flowers and painted
leaves to make
pretty cards. Mine
are adapted from
this article using
snipped sequins 
for the flowers.

Mary Thrustle.

Northenden, Manchester, M22

Dear Jenny & Paul,

I am quite new to crafting as I only
joined further education seasonal
cards class in April 2003 and have
become totally obsessed by my new
hobby! To date I have made over 160
cards and have raised funds for my
parish church by having a stall in the
summer fete. These are two of my
latest baby cards.

Veronica Armstrong.

Wirral, Merseyside, CH63

Dear Jenny,

I love the magazine and particularly liked
the look of Father’s Fimo - adaptable to
paper I reckon, Richelieu Parchment -
not usually my favourite craft, but I
might tackle it, Nuts & Bolts - stretches
the imagination, Leo’s Tea Fold - super, so simple and
easily reproducible. The paint sample cards also
caught my eye because I have been making some 
cards using wallpaper samples for panels.

Jean Renfrew.

Rotherham, South Yorkshire, S63

Dear Jane,

What a surprise I had on opening the
Spring 2003 (issue 29) magazine and
finding the paint sample card designs,
because a month or so before I was doing
the same sort of thing.

I have made ten paint sample cards,
some of them using my new eyelet 
tool, others with crepe paper and
thought you might like to see them.

Doreen Ryder.

Stretford, Manchester, M32

Dear Jane,

My Granddaughter Bryony aged 5
always likes to make cards with me and 
I am enclosing one which she recently
made for her Mummy’s birthday. 

Hope you like it!

Margaret Farrell

We certainly do like it, well done Bryony and David (above) and thanks for 
letting us see your handiwork. It’s really nice to see children taking an 
interest in crafts as this is the very best time to learn and develop your skills.

Andover, Hampshire, SP10

Dear Jane Chiodini,

I love doing découpage and have bought hundreds
of your sheets. Designs for men are always difficult
to find and your DC248 is great. Many people like to
send cards to friends, brothers etc. but will be put
off by the ‘I Love You’ on the design. This is such a
good sheet, please consider making a version without
this wording.

Christine Ann O’Brian.

We are glad you like the design, it is a popular one and
we have a suggestion to get round the problem. Make
the design as usual, but before cutting the top layer
place a piece of red (or the colour of your choice)
paper underneath the sheet and cut through both
layers. Then simply cut round the hand holding the
card, discard the real card and use your paper one
instead, decorating it as desired. We used some tiny 
peel off stars for ours. We also cut a matching patch for his arm at the
same time and added a tiny star.
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1. Cut between centre tier and pillars then
top tier and pillars (cut through mouse).
Bottom tier: Cut between sides of each 
pillar and cake. Gently fold the top of the
cake back along the line to get a neat
crease. Now push each pillar gently up-
right away from the top of the cake. Place
one piece of fixer onto the centre pillar and
at the bottom centre of the cake, then stick
another piece on top of each so you have
stacks of two. Place a single piece on both
edges at the base and on each outer pillar.
Fix into place. The double pads in the 
centre will give the cake a lovely curve.
Middle tier: Cut between the pillars and
cake then bend cake and pillars as before.
Use a stack of two fixers at the centre 
bottom of the cake and single pieces at the
edges and on the pillars. Top Tier: Cut 
the sides of bride and groom, then on the
groom cut between tie and face and be-
tween legs. Bend the cake on the line as

before then bend the figures upright.
Curve groom’s bow tie and back leg 
down.

2. Begin at the top. Cut between bears’
heads, under bride’s chin and under
groom’s arm. Curve jacket down. Fix into
place and glue dress and groom’s face
where shown. Cut between swags of 
ribbon and bows. Glue swags by rosebuds
without using pads. Fix bows and glue
back points. Cut between cakeboard and
mouse ears and glue cakeboard at ends,
with no pads. Middle layer: Cut between
ribbon swags and bows. Fix mouse into
place and glue swags by the roses, no
pads. Fix right hand bow. Cut between
back tail and loop on left bow, bend tail
down and fix into place. Fix cakeboard 
into place at centre and glue ends. Bottom
layer: Cut between bows and swags and
mice and swags. Glue swags into place at

Materials Required:
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Scissors or Knife and Cutting Mat.
Sticky Fixer Pads or Silicone Adhesive.
3D Découpage Paper: DC275 to DC280.
Card Mount: AP48G, AP48U or AP32G.

How To Make The Cards:
The first layer of each design is a complete print and 

all the other layers should be worked onto this. DC278
should be mounted into the card before working the 
other layers.

Cut out all the parts shown in the diagram before 
following the instructions. Due to lack of space ‘sticky fix’
has been abbreviated to ‘fix’ where necessary. On all of the
diagrams the white lines show where to cut and the blue
lines show where to glue. Sticky fixers are too large as 
they come and should be cut into about eight pieces or
smaller where necessary.

roses - no pads. Cut cakeboard from 
dresses and glue the two end bits into
place - no pads. Use a tiny bit of pad on
the centre of the middle piece. Fix mice
into place. Cut bow tails, curve the back
bow tails down and fix into place.

3. Cut out the top left rose and leaves,
bend each leaf up, put a tiny dab of glue
on the back of the rose and stick into place.
Work all the other roses in the same way.
Curve headdress and glue into place - no
pad. All bow loops: Sticky fix into place
and glue as shown. Cut between left
mouse’s arm and head, curve face down 
a little. Sticky fix both into place. Bend up
sides of bow tie and glue by knot - no
pads. Use tiny bits of pad to fix the feet
into place. Now that the swag ribbon’s
glue is dry, gently lift each one to separate
it from the cake.

DC275
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DC278 DC279 1. Cut out parts shown.
Cut bells where shown
and the lower leaves in
the 3 places shown. Sticky
fix into place and glue
bells and leaves as shown.
Cut between leaf and 
rosebuds and the two 
bells where shown. Sticky
fix into place and glue 
bell and rosebuds where
shown.
2. Cut out parts shown
leaving a little extra bell
on the two clappers as
shown. Fix into place 
gluing the tops under the
previous layer of bell. Cut
the lower flowers where
shown, fix into place and
glue where shown. Cut
away left hand flower, fix
and glue where shown.
Cut between both pairs 
of leaves and around left
flower as shown. Fix and
glue leaves as shown.
3. Cut out parts shown.
Sticky fix the two lower
petals into place. Glue the
left petal on the little extra
leaf cut with it, tucking
under previous layer - no
pad. Fix next petal up into
place. Top petal should be
glued only with no pad by
the top centre as shown,
gently lift petal once dry.
Cut the main flower as
shown. Sticky fix into
place and glue 3 spots
shown.

1. Cut the ribbon at the
twists where shown and
curve down the back
loops. Cut the petal of
the right hand flower
where shown and be-
tween the leaves in the 
7 places shown. At each
cut, gently curve down
the lower leaf as painted.
Sticky fix into place and
glue cut flower where
shown.
2. Cut between the two
glasses. Sticky fix both
into place and glue the
back one where shown.
Cut between petals of
left hand backward fac-
ing flower and between
the two pink flowers on
the right. Sticky fix into
place and glue the cut
pink petal where shown.
3. Sticky fix glass into
place and glue both sides
as shown. Cut pink
flower from pansy, sticky
fix pink flower into place
tucking the top petal
under the petal of the
previous layer. Cut be-
tween all the flowers 
to separate them. Cut
between the petals of
every flower to within
approx. 3mm of the cen-
tre. Each flower is stuck
in place with a piece of
fixer on the centre petal
and the side petals are
gently curved down.
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1. Cut ribbons away from
bells and glue ribbons into
place at the top. Fix flower
arch into place. Cut groom’s
leg where shown. Fix into
place and glue foot. 
2. Fix two single roses into
place. Cut between bells,

head and ear up then fix
into place.
3. Cut between bow tie and
arm and arm and flowers.
Glue bow tie by knot and
lift loops. Fix arm into place
and glue shoulder. Fix bou-
quet and headdress into
place. Top roses: Cut each
one as shown, fix into place
and glue as shown.

1. Cut out parts shown. Cut
between collar and head on
groom. Curve collar down
and head up then sticky fix
into place.

2. Cut out parts shown.
Sticky fix bow into place
and glue four ends as
shown. Cut hat away from
jacket, sticky fix into place

and glue where shown. Cut
around groom’s bow tie,
under arm and between
legs. Cut between bride’s
feet. Curve bow tie and
groom’s right leg gently
down. Curve the back feet
of both teds down (middle
two feet), then sticky fix
into place and tuck the back
of collar under head.

3. Cut out parts shown.
Sticky fix head piece into
place. Cut dress frill away
from bouquet. Sticky fix
frill into place and glue
each dot and ends as
shown. Cut between hand
and bouquet as shown.
Gently curve the front of
neck frill and hand down
then sticky fix into place.

1. Cut between back horse-
shoe and rosebuds on both
sides as shown. Fix left
rosebud and glue as shown.
Gently curve right bud
down and then fix whole
section into place.
2. Cut away every rose and
bud except bottom rose

from the horseshoe as
shown. Cut between leaf
and ribbon of top rose and
fix into place gluing ribbon
and rose where shown. Fix
all the other cut roses and
glue where shown. Cut
between leaf and horseshoe
where shown. Curve the
leaf upwards and fix the
whole thing into place.

3. Cut out parts as shown
leaving a little extra image
on each rose where it joins
the horseshoe. Cut between
the ribbon and rose, fix 
ribbon and glue where
shown. Each rose: Cut
along the lines between 
the petals where shown, 
fix at the centre and glue
where shown tucking the
extra horseshoe bits under
the previous layer.

DC276

DC277 

DC280 

and bell and leaf. Cut
between all the leaves.
Curve down central leaf of
left group and back leaf 
of right pair, fix into place.
Glue bell front and clapper
into place. Fix ear into place
and glue base. Cut between
head and flowers and ear
and flowers. Bend top of
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Above: Julie Reynolds, Oxon.
The design is worked on a single fold card with 
a hand cut arch over it. The background is 
painted with glitter glue. The angel is cut from
card with lace paper glued over it. The hair is
made from curled wire. Silver thread is wound
round the arch and pearly shells decorate it.

Above: Jill McMullin, Devon.
This one really made us smile. Hand cut panels
over a glitter background with wooden sheep,
real humbug and Gold Label snowflakes.

Right: Rosalind Scott, County Durham.
Gold Label angel on parchment mounted over a
floaty, fluffy feather and a ribbon trail.

Above: June Jay, Norfolk.
Paper pricked border surrounded
with lace and gold braid. The holly
design is cut from an old card and
mounted with a sticky pad to add
depth.

Below: Mrs P. Wilson, Surrey. 
The card is segmented like a parcel with
ribbon, all the items are cut from card
and decorated with labels.

Above: Mrs Y. Hegarty, Essex.
Glass painted label design over stamped and
embossed panels. Organza ribbon and star
stickers decorate the edge.
Centre: 
Mavis Elliott,
Inverness-shire. 
Rubber stamp
design embossed
with ultra thick
embossing
powder.
Far Right: Evelyn
Card, Cleveland.
3D Découpage
design mounted
over a pearly
aperture panel
trimmed with
red labels.
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Above: Jackie Herrick, West Yorkshire.
Wooden snowman on red panel decorated with
punched snowflakes and a sticker border. The
snowflakes are punched along the card edge
with red positioned behind the holes.
Below: Jo Kaby, Northamptonshire.
2 Rubber stamped images, one mounted on the
card the other behind a hand cut aperture with
sequin stars and label wording.

Above: Mrs V. Watkins, Bristol.
Gold Label on acetate, coloured with pens and
glitter glue then decorated with snowflakes.

Left: Mrs E. Enderby, West Midlands. 
Card is rubber stamped with star design. The
stamped boots are mounted on black and gold 
panels. Large sequin stars dangle from fine
threads.

Below: 
Janet Waterhouse, West Yorkshire. 
Hand painted silk design.

Above: G. Munns, Hertfordshire. 
Card hangers are cut from red paper and decorated
with star stickers. The little cards are cut from a
catalogue.

Left: 
Mrs Ansell, 
Oxfordshire.
Pre-cut trees
with pearly
“shadows”
mounted 
on a glitter
panel.

Right: 
Sheila
Heptinstall, Tyne & Wear.
Snowmen labels on acetate, coloured with
glass paint, cut out and stuck into place
with sticky pads.
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Left: Angela
Eastman, Essex.
Jolly Christmas 
tree cut from gold 
corrugated card.
Gold Label baubles
stuck over red 
paper and cut out 
to decorate.

Right: 
Mrs Lucas, Hants.
Hand cut door is
decorated with
puff paint snow,
paper panelling
and wreath. The
door is fixed along
one edge with

Gold Labels so it opens to reveal a cosy
scene made from an old card.

Below: Miss Anderson, Lancashire.
Panels of Christmas paper with fimo 
decoration cut with icing cutters and
assembled.

Above: Ellie Tunbridge, West Sussex. 
Padded fabric background in the aperture
with a fabric motif overlaid on it, edged
with glitter glue.

Below: Jennifer Rose, Suffolk. 
3D Découpage design. Wording made
with labels on red card outlined with
sticker borders.

Above: Christine
Moses, Essex. 
I have stamped
and embossed
three images to

make this card. Then I cut
around one image to use as
the first layer. The second
image on red card is cut
from the centre design and
offset over the first. The
centre motif is cut from the
third and layered over
these. I have highlighted
parts of the white layers
with green ink and glitter.
Left: Irene Heseltine,
Edinburgh. 3D Découpage
scene behind a window
aperture card. The snow is
highlighted with glitter.
Right: 
Mrs L. Ellett, Stourbridge.
Panel wound with gold
thread and decorated with
sequin stars.
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Above: Ann Mabey, Northumberland.
Window scene using
mainly stickers coloured
with glitter, paint and gel
pens. Curtains are cut
from card.
Right: Sharon Clay, West
Yorkshire. Felt boots are
pegged on a cord line with
a quilled robin perched on
the background panel.
Below: Shirley Young,
South Yorkshire. 
Pre cut card door and
trees decorated with wire
and beads. The scene
behind the door is cut
from clip art.

Above: Lisa Giles, Leics. 
Background is rubber stamped
and embossed. The snowflakes
are punched in two sizes and
layered with silicone to give
cascading effect.

Above: Audrey Tyrer, Derbyshire.
Gold netting with peel off stars built up in
layers with more stars around the aperture.
Left: Ruth Hopwood, Cheshire.
Monochrome design cut from card using
Sizzix dies.
Below Centre: Sally Booth, Wiltshire.
Hand cut panels decorated with sequins
with a ribbon and sequin border.
Below: Bernadette Wilshaw, Staffordshire.
Gold Label stickers on parchment make
the main elements of the card, with panels
of music, drag painted card and angel hair
cut into an arch shape.
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Above: Anita Light, Leicestershire. 
Two tone style card with paper punched trees,
snowflakes and stars contrasted with green
thread, panel and wording.
Right: Sue Price, Kent.
Hand drawn door with card tree and Gold Label
cat. The little dots of snow are leftovers from
label sheets.
Below: Marilyn Inness, Devon. 
I have cut the top edge of the card into steps and
backed it with a contrast colour. Angel panels
are rubber stamped and all the decorations are
done with labels.

Left: Patricia Brooks, Hants. Card
panels and balloon decorated with
snow and holly. Hessian basket with
strings made of labels.

Above Right: Debbie
Northern, Hampshire.
The tree is made from
squares of marbled paper
folded into kite shapes.
Punched snowflakes are
used in the corners of the
panel with a lilac panel
behind.
Right: Win Roberts, Oxon.
Quilled Mary, Joseph, crib
and bells with the stable
cut from holographic
card.
Below Centre: 
Suzanne Christie, Jersey.
Die cut tree with silver
snowflakes and a border of ribbon.
Below Right: Christine Bownds, Middlesex. Used stamp
on a flocked background decorated with silver stickers.
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